
The following document contains first a document completed by AACOM which 
describes each of the first 13 EPAs listed in your contract appendix. After this AACOM 
document is complete, a description of the 14th Osteopathic EPA is appended.
While this is a lengthy document which you are unlikely to read in its entirety, it will be 
useful to you to review each EPA you are considering using in your CD project so that 
you can more acurately assess your level of entrustability using the following rubric:

This rubric was developed by: H. Carrie Chen, MD, MSEd, W.E. Sjoukje van den Broek, MD, and Olle ten Cate, 
PhD who published it in:   The Case for Use of Entrustable Professional Activities in Undergraduate Medical 
Education

Level 1: Not allowed to do the EPA
    Not allowed to observe
    Allowed to observe

Level 2: Do with full direct supervision
    Coactivity with supervisor
    Supervisor in room ready to help

Level 3: Do with supervision on demand
    Supervisor immediately available all findings checked
    Supervisor immediately available key findings checked
    Supervisor distantly available (phone) findings reviewed
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